INTRODUCTION
A search of the WORLDCAT database yielded 786 sources related to Hurricane Katrina in summer 2006.
1 Over half of the sources cited in WORLDCAT are books (419) related to the impacts of the disaster, as well as rebuilding the city of New Orleans and the Gulf. The wealth of opinion and intellectual work on Katrina reveals a particular assumption about the storm. The common sentiment is that Hurricane Katrina was an extraordinary event. While it is not my intent to belittle the significant pain and suffering of Katrina victims and their families, I contend that Katrina does not mark a significant departure, as many have suggested. Rather, Hurricane Katrina should be examined as an eloboration on an ongoing theme, another significant note in the sordid history of American racism. In fact, the state of Louisiana emerges as an important site for chronicling America's race relations, beginning in 1865 with the Louisiana Black Code, the Plessy v. Ferguson decision in 1896, the rise of the oil and gas industry in Louisiana, and the treatment of African Americans during the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927. Given this chronology of events and against this historical backdrop, the chaos that ensued in Katrina's aftermath is unremarkable. Furthermore, placing the history of Louisiana within this historical context can explain why many in the Gulf Coast continue to suffer until this day.
RACIALIZED SPACES IN LOUISIANA: RACE, SPACE, AND POWER
There was little question that Katrina had sparked renewed debate about race, class, and institutional approaches towards vulnerable population groups in the US. . . .Whether or not one believed racist charges were well-founded (and clearly a majority of our members did not) the Select Committee agreed it should recognize and discuss the socioeconomic and racial backdrop against which Katrina unfolded. This statement, issued by the Congressional Select Committee, reflects the persistent amnesia regarding racism in the United States. In their 500-plus-page report, race is only mentioned briefly. Unlike Congress, many see race as an important dimension in understanding Katrina. The concept of racialized spaces is a useful framework to support the idea of Hurricane Katrina as a postscript. This concept evolved prior to Katrina as a possible explanation for the emergence of environmental racism and injustice. While not a native Louisianan, I had spent most of my adult life in and around the state, first as an undergraduate at Tulane University and later as a community organizer in the environmental justice movement until the late 1990s. Louisiana's culture seems distinct to me. I figured that there must be something unique about its history that facilitated contemporary examples of racism and injustice. For example, I was a student when David Duke ran his campaign for governor and later an unsuccessful bid for the Presidency. He only lost by a narrow margin to former Governor Edwin Edwards. I can also recall the controversial acquittal of Rodney Peairs of Baton Rouge, who shot a Japanese exchange student, Yoshihiro Hattori, on Halloween in 1992.
3 I also recall the marching of the Ku Klux Klan on the town square in Homer, in northern Louisiana. Homer was also the proposed host site of a uranium enrichment facility-a proposal that was later challenged on the basis of environmental racism. In fact, one of the most decisive battles for environmental justice occurred in southeastern Louisiana in the city of Convent. There, residents launched a successful campaign against a proposed plastics complex. 4 The state of Louisiana emerges as an important site for a discussion of race relations centering on race, space, and power. This intersection of race, space, and power is what I refer to as racialized spaces. The racialized spaces hypothesis is defined as "historic practice and spatial designation of a particular area for racial and ethnic minorities as a means of containment and social control. This practice serves to reinforce preconceived notions of Otherness or, result in the creation of a culturally inferior Other."
5
The key themes of this concept concern history, containment, and social control. The first element is history. History acknowledges the genealogy of patterns that push and pull the poor and people of color under racial segregation, class segregation, or both. Examples include racial violence, deed restrictions, restrictive covenants, blockbusting, redlining, slum clearance, creation of public housing, and discriminatory mortgage lending. The second element, containment, emphasizes the
